JIM ANGELL
*Cherry Hills Village, CO* – Jim is a board member of the Paul M. Angell Family Foundation and director of its environmental program. The foundation primarily supports efforts to protect and conserve the world’s ocean habitats, coral reefs, and apex predators whose survival is imperiled by overfishing and global climate change. Prior to joining the foundation, Jim worked as an attorney for Earthjustice for nearly two decades.

MATT ASELTON
*Brooklyn, NY* – Matt is a filmmaker, director of television commercials, and co-owner of Arts & Sciences, a Los Angeles-based production company. He is known for his work on high profile ad campaigns for clients such as Google, Hulu, Brand Jordan, Delta Airlines, Fox Sports and the National Basketball Association.

TOM BARRON
*Boulder, CO* – Tom is an author, outdoorsman, conservationist, and avid environmentalist. His books include *The Lost Years of Merlin*, *The Great Tree of Avalon* (a *New York Times* best-selling series), *The Ancient One*, and *The Hero’s Trail*. He formally served on the Princeton University Board of Trustees and is a Governing Council member of the Wilderness Society.

RYAN BENNETT
*Kentfield, CA* – Ryan is a founder and managing partner of 38 Degrees North, a private equity firm investing in renewable energy projects. He has an extensive history in renewables including principal investing, project development, M&A and project finance. Ryan has a BA in geology from Colorado College and an MBA and MEM from Yale University.

SCOTT BORDEN
*San Diego, CA* – A longtime supporter of Earthjustice and a member of its Evergreen Council, Scott is a 4th generation Californian and lifelong environmentalist. He has formed and/or operated companies in the travel, real estate, restaurant, farming and clean energy fields. He helped form the Climate Hub in San Diego, relocating key non-profit climate and environmental organizations into a single building, thereby enhancing their effectiveness. His Solar Moonshot program has helped scores of nonprofits install solar, and he was instrumental in the creation of San Diego Community Power, one of the largest CCAs in the country. He lives in San Diego and supports Earthjustice through his donor-advised fund “The Left Coast Fund.”

TRAVIS BRYAN
*Seattle, WA* – Travis is president and COO of OneEnergy Renewables where he specializes in the development and financing of large-scale clean power projects in the U.S. He previously served as a director at BlackRock and has extensive experience working for large, global alternative asset management firms in Seattle and London.

CHRIS BUNTING
*Bozeman, MT* – Chris is a social entrepreneur who is especially committed to preserving the ecosystems and wildlife habitat in the U.S. Northern Rockies. In 2001, he co-founded the hatha yoga non-profit called Beyond Boundaries. Chris also co-founded and directs the Northern Kenya Fund which provides scholarships to underserved high school students in the Kenya’s Chalbi Desert region.
**CHRISTOPHER CHEE**  
*Los Angeles, CA* – Christopher is a managing partner of Redcar Properties, an LA-based real estate investment firm specializing in the adaptive reuse of properties. He was previously a managing director at Blackstone where sourced and executed real estate debt and equity investments. Christopher serves as a trustee of the Crossroads School for Arts & Sciences and on the board of the Los Angeles Waterkeeper.

**SALLY DESIPIO**  
*Portland, OR* – Sally is a creator, producer and filmmaker with a 25+ career making both television entertainment and long-form branded content. She has developed award winning TV for various production companies in Los Angeles, including Propaganda Films, Imagine Entertainment and the Littlefield Company. More recently she was VP of Entertainment for Portland-based ad agency, Wieden+Kennedy, where she developed awarding winning television shows for both scripted and non-scripted categories. She has transferred her story-telling and strategic skills to politics and environmental activism.

**DAVID FELDMAN**  
*New York, NY* – David Feldman is a senior financial analyst for the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, helping the organization plan and carry out a wide range of analytical research related to financial, policy, and market developments in the solar industry.

**LESLIE GIMBEL**  
*New York, NY* – Leslie is the president and CEO of the Bernard F. & Alva B. Gimbel Foundation. She serves on the boards of Human Rights First and CASES, a New York City nonprofit that provides innovative alternatives to incarceration services.

**LIBERTY GODSHALL**  
*Santa Monica, CA & Crested Butte, CO* – Liberty was a writer and producer of 'thirtysomething,' *My So Called Life* and *Nashville*. She co-founded Americans for a Safe Future which was created to successfully stop a proposed nuclear waste dump in Ward Valley, CA. Currently, Liberty is a founding member of The Rocky Mountain Wolf Project.

**DAVE GOETSCH**  
*Los Angeles, CA* – Dave is a television writer and producer known for his work on *The Big Bang Theory* and *3rd Rock from the Sun*. He is also a part-time lecturer in the School of Cinematic Arts at the University of Southern California. He has a degree in environmental studies from Yale University.

**K.D. HALLMAN**  
*Bellevue, WA* – K.D. is an accredited investor with E8 and Alliance of Angels, a strategic advisor and board member for environmental startups, and a Northwest Conservation fellow. She is also on the Conservation Committee for The Nature Conservancy. K.D. is a retired Microsoft executive and technical strategist.

**CONNIE HARVEY**  
*Aspen, CO* – Connie is a lifelong conservationist with environmental accomplishments that include protecting more than 400,000 acres as part of the National Wilderness Preservation System and starting the Aspen Wilderness Workshop and Pitkin County Open Space and Trails Board. She was a
columnist for the Aspen Daily News for more than a decade, served on various foundation boards, has won numerous awards and is known as a wilderness hero.

KERRY HOFFMAN  
*Lincoln, MA* – Kerry is a conservationist who is primarily interested in clean energy and public lands. She worked as a trial lawyer for the Department of Justice, handling criminal antitrust cases for ten years. She now focuses her volunteer and philanthropic efforts in support of educational institutions and the environment.

YUKI ISHIZUKA  
*Seattle, WA* – Yuki is the head of business development for Alexa News at Amazon. His previous work history with Earthjustice includes a role as a paralegal in the Denver office of the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund (SCLDF); a brief legal internship in the Seattle SCLDF; and a position as an associate attorney in Seattle from 1996 to 1998. He is a graduate of Wesleyan University and of Cornell Law School.

BLAIR JOHNSON  
*Columbine Valley, CO* – Blair is a former newspaper reporter who also worked as a communications executive at US WEST, Janus Capital Group and the National Wildlife Federation. He was a board member of Greater Yellowstone Coalition, the longtime board president of Colorado Environmental Coalition and co-founded Conservation Colorado. He also served as a forestry specialist for the U.S. Senate’s Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry Committee during the spotted owl/old-growth forest debate.

MARGUERITE KONDRACKE  
*Bainbridge Island, WA* – During her 40-year career, Marguerite Kondracke has held leadership positions in the public, private, and non-profit sectors. She was President and CEO of America’s Promise Alliance, an organization founded by Gen. Colin Powell; she also served as Special Assistant to U.S. Senator Lamar Alexander and Staff Director of the Senate Subcommittee for Children and Families. Earlier in her career, she co-founded and was CEO of Bright Horizons Family Solutions, today a $5 billion public company, the nation’s largest provider of workplace child care and one of Fortune’s “100 Best Companies to Work For.” Reflecting her multi-sector leadership, Marguerite was named one of the “Top 50 People of Power and Influence” by the Non-Profit Times.

ANN KRUMBOLTZ  
*Seattle, WA* – Ann Krumboltz has been the Executive Director and Co-director of the Brainerd Foundation for the past twenty-five years. As a Northwest-focused family foundation, it provided grants to strengthen the ability of nonprofits, communities, and decision-makers to protect the region’s air, land, and water. She began her career in Washington, D.C. working for a variety of environmental non-profits, later moving to San Francisco where she was a program officer at the Energy Foundation. She has served on several boards and in an advisory capacity for foundation associations and advocacy-oriented non-profits. Ann holds a BA from Stanford University and an MPA from Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government. She has a penchant non-fiction books, pilgrimages to the gym, volunteer work, and foreign travel.
SARA LAMM
CHAIR
Brooklyn, NY – Sara is a documentary filmmaker and mindfulness facilitator whose work focuses on community, creativity, and social change. Her film, Dr. Bonner’s Magic Soapbox, premiered as part of the Sundance Channel’s environmental programming initiative, “The Green,” and Birth Story, her profile of celebrated midwife Ina May Gaskin, has been screened in theaters, nursing schools, and maternal health organizations all over the world. She has been a co-chair of the Multicultural Leadership Team of the Oaks Elementary School in Los Angeles, completed Insight-LA’s mindfulness teacher training, and is in progress on The Embody Lab’s Embodied Social Justice Certificate. She also serves on the board of a direct action, Earth-focused performance art organization, “The Church of Stop Shopping.”

CHRISTINE LENNON
Los Angeles, CA – Christine Lennon is a writer based in Los Angeles. Before leaving New York City for the West Coast, she was an editor at W, Vogue, and Harper’s Bazaar. Since then, she has covered fashion, beauty, decor, entertaining, and entertainment for digital and print magazines. Her novel, THE DRIFTER, was published by William Morrow in February 2017.

FRANK LESHER
Hanover, NH – Frank is a longtime supporter of Earthjustice, originally via the Aspenwood Supporting Foundation of Sandpoint, Idaho, and as a founding member of the council. He is the retired EVP and General Counsel of Sony Corporation of America, where he originated the company’s first environmental compliance program, later implemented worldwide. Frank currently is an active volunteer at Dartmouth College and consultant to family foundations.

DOUGLAS MCKEIGE
Mamaroneck, NY – Following an impactful 20 year career as a securities litigation lawyer, Doug worked over the past decade in the hedge fund and real estate investment world and spearheaded clean water act cases and initiatives for Long Island Sound and the Adirondack State Park. More recently, Doug launched the Climate Asset Pricing Memo with the urgent mission to spread awareness among investors and capital markets of the impacts of climate change and to stimulate a shift to investments in the creation and use of clean energy and away from fossil fuels. Doug has a BA, cum laude, from Tufts University with a major in Economics and a JD, magna cum laude, from Tulane University, where he was on the Law Review.

KIMBERLEY MILLIGAN
Durango, CO – Kim is an outdoorswoman and avid environmentalist with more than 20 years of nonprofit leadership experience. A former social justice attorney, Kim now devotes herself to conservation and environmental justice causes. She served as Board Chair of American Rivers and is active on the league to save Lake Tahoe board of directors.

ANNE B. MIZE
Seattle, WA – Anne is President of the Mize Family Foundation which focuses on the impacts of climate change on human and wildlife communities, and global educational initiatives. She has worked as a consultant with community groups in Africa, foundations, and nonprofit agencies and has served on the boards of the African Wildlife Foundation, FINCA International, Progressive Animal Welfare Society, and Wildlife Media.
HEATHER O’NEILL  
*San Francisco, CA* – Heather is president of Advanced Energy Economy (AEE) which is a national association of business leaders who are making the global energy system more secure, clean, and affordable. Before joining AEE, Heather built and led the clean energy and environment portfolio at the Robertson Foundation, a $1B family philanthropy. She serves on the governing board of the Climate Action Reserve.

BRAD PARKER  
*Seattle, WA* – Brad is managing general partner of WeHope, LLC. After several years working in finance, including at Merrill Lynch, Bank of America, and Vanguard, he obtained his MBA from the University of Washington in 2006. Brad is a volunteer for a number of conservation organizations, and served on the Earthjustice Board of Trustees from 2008 to 2014.

BRADY PIÑERO WALKINSHAW  
*Seattle, WA* – Brady is the CEO of Grist, a Seattle-based online magazine focusing on environmental news. Brady spent several years at the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and served two terms in the Washington State Legislature, representing central Seattle on issues such as affordable housing, criminal justice reform, better transit, and environmental action.

DALE “CHIP” ROSENBLOOM  
*Los Angeles, CA* – Chip is a producer, screenwriter, and director. With his independent production companies he has directed and produced feature and documentary films as well as the *Shiloh* film trilogy. His stage production of *Radio Golf* was nominated for a Tony Award for best play in 2007.

KATHLEEN ROSENBLOOM  
*Los Angeles, CA* – Kathleen is a clothing designer and has worked as a producer and production manager in the film industry. She is on the advisory board of Urban Farming, as is her husband, council member Chip Rosenbloom.

DAN SARLES  
*Boston, MA* – Dan is the Executive Director for The Eaglemere Foundation, stewarding all aspects of foundation operations. Eaglemere’s primary mission is environmental protection with a secondary commitment to global health and development, supporting organizations that are pragmatic, collaborative, and science-driven.

BETTY SCHAFER  
*San Francisco, CA* – Betty is a writer, editor and the principal of New Futures: coaching for people in transition. Betty previously served on the Earthjustice Board of Trustees. In addition, her volunteer leadership activity includes service with Brandeis Hillel Day School, The Coro Center for Civic Leadership, and SEO Scholars (Sponsors for Educational Opportunity).

BRUCE TALL  
*Carlsbad, CA* – Bruce is the principal at Media Services Advertising Worldwide. Bruce originated the idea, and he has produced and placed backlit ads featuring Earthjustice in airports and bus shelters around the country.
MICHAEL TRAYNOR
Berkeley, CA – Michael Traynor is Senior Counsel at Cobalt LLP. He is president emeritus of the American Law Institute, an Honorary Lifetime Trustee of Earthjustice and of the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts & Sciences and the American Academy of Appellate Lawyers, and has served on the boards Ecojustice and the Environmental Law Institute.

CYNTHIA WAYBURN
Bellevue, WA – Cynthia was on the original staff of Earthjustice and served on its board of trustees for more than 25 years. She is a founder and board member of the 444S Foundation and is especially interested in western public lands and wildlife.

ELLEN WIDESS
Berkeley, CA – Ellen is an environmental lawyer, former regulator and professor, and public policy and social justice advocate. She is currently on the board of Farmworker Justice, Equal Rights Advocates, and the Thelton E. Henderson Center for Social Justice at UC Berkeley Law School.

JOEL WIGINTON
Washington, DC – Joel is a clinical Law Fellow at Georgetown University and former Vice President, Global Government Affairs, for Cognizant consulting company. Joel is a graduate of Macalester College and the University of Chicago School of Law.

STEWART WINKLER
Coronado, CA – Stewart is the founder of Urban West Ventures and a principal of Northern Pines Mobile Park. His environmental interests include clean air, climate and energy, sustainable food & agriculture, public lands/wild lands, oceans, as well as our international work and the right to zero campaign in Southern California.

FRITZ WOLLETT
Seattle, WA – Fritz has been an active supporter of environmental causes since he graduated from the University of Texas School of Law. He worked as an attorney with the San Francisco office of the federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and in private practice. His last legal job was as an Assistant City Attorney with the City of Seattle representing the City in labor and employment disputes. Fritz has been backpacking since age 12 in mountain ranges throughout the West as well as the Grand Canyon. Now retired, Fritz volunteers with programs assisting immigrants with English skills, tutoring students and teaching kids to ski at a local ski area. He is a past board member of Washington Wild.